This construction in obtained is § 1 and some consequences in § 2 with regards to operators T e B[X, Y] with a reflexive null space, N(T), and closed range, R(T).
Operators of this type have been studied by Yang. Throughout this note, the weak closure of a set Sin I will be denoted by S w .
1* If X is a complex Banach space then let l^X) denote the Banach space obtained from the space of all bounded sequences x = (χ n ) in X by imposing term-by-term linear combinations and the supremum norm ||#||oo = sup Λ ||ίc Λ ||. DEFINITION 
w is weak-compact in X}. also in m(X) (ra(X)).
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 1 part 2. THEOREM 
If X is a Banach space then m{X) is a closed subspace of IJ^X).
Proof. Let x = (xjem(l), i.e., the closure of ra(X) in L(X). It shall first be shown that (x n ) has a weak-Cauchy subsequence and then that this sequence converges to an element in X. Thus there exists y ί = (y ltn ) 6 m(X) and (x un ), a subsequence of x such w that y ι , n -^y ι (converges weakly to y x ) and \\(x 1>n ) -(2OIU < 1. Now assume for 1 ^ i <^ i -1, that we have {x Un ) and (# IfW ) which satisfy the following:
(1) (xι, n ) is a subsequence of (xι-1>n ),
Then since (x^i, n ) e m(X), there exists a subsequence (&,-,«) of (»,-_!,»)
and there exists (y jtn ) e m(X) such that i/ iιn -> i/ i and ||(aJ i>Λ )~(2/ i , n )|| 0O < IIj. So by induction, for all j, there exist sequences satisfying (1.1). Now fix j and/eX* (the conjugate of X). We claim that there exists M such that for all n and m^> M that It remains to show that any weakly-Cauchy subsequence of (x n ) 6 m(X) converges weakly. To this end, let (x n ) e m(X) be a weakly-Cauchy sequence.
sup Λ ||aj n ||, then fel**. Now letε>0, it shall be shown that there exists yeX such that \\F -y**\\ < e where T/** is the canonical image of y in X**. To see this, select (yj em(X) such that 11 GO -(2/*) 11 < s/3 and select a subsequence (# WJfc ) of (?/J such that y nk ->y-Select f eX* such that ||/|| £Ξ 1. For k sufficiently large, \/(y, k ) -ΛV)\ < ε/3 and \f(x Uk ) -F(/)| < e/3. Thus, for k sufficiently large,
-y**(J) I ^ ! F(f) -f(x nk ) \ + I f(x, k ) -
Thus, J? 7 is in the norm closure of the canonical image of X in X**. This image is norm closed; therefore, there exists x e X such that F is the canonical image of x. Thus, m(X) = m(X) which proves our theorem.
Now for TeB[X, Y] we have LEMMA 4. (1) If TeB[X, Y], then T sends m(X) to m(Y). (2) T is weakly-compact iff T maps IJX) into m{Y).
Proof. Clear.
Now for TeB[X, Y], letP(Γ) be the induced operator from l cc (X)/m(X)^l 0O (Y)/m(Y).
Denote 
) If N(T) is a reflexive subspace and is complemented in X and if R(T) is closed then P(T) is one-to-one.
(
2) If P(T) is one-to-one, then N(T) is a reflexive subspace of X.
Proof. To see (1) Let x n = k % + z n where x n eN(T) and z n eM. Since there exist bounded projections onto N(T) and M then (k n ) and (2 Λ ) are in ΪOO(-3L). NOW (Γa? w ) has a weakly-convergent subsequence, say (Tx nj ).
Thus (Tfe ny ) converges weakly and since R(T) = T(M) is closed then
w Tz nj -> Tz for some ^el. Since T is invertible when restricted to ikf, thus, z wi -*z. Since N(T) is a reflexive subspace, some subsequence of (k nj ) converges weakly; (x n ) has a weakly convergent subsequence and (x n ) e m(X).
To see (2), we assume that N(T) is not reflexive, then there exists a bounded sequence (x n ) in N(T) with no convergent subsequence. Hence, (x n )ίm(X) while (Tx n )em(Y); contradicting that P{T) is one-to-one.
